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ABSTRACT
Statistical modeling techniques, such as projection pursuit regression (PPR) and convolutional neural
network (CNN) approaches, provide state-of-the-art performance in characterizing visual cortical
neurons’ receptive fields and predicting their responses to arbitrary input stimuli. However, the
latent feature components recovered by these methods, particularly that of CNN, are often noisy and
lack coherent structures, making it difficult to understand the underlying feature components that
are used to construct the receptive field feature tunings of the neurons. In this paper, we showed
that using a dictionary of complex sparse codes, learned from natural scenes based on efficient
coding theory, as the front-end for these methods can improve their performance in neural response
prediction. At the same time, this approach makes the component features of the models more
transparent and interpretable. We consider using these learned dictionaries as the front-end that can
effectively imposing priors on the constituent components. We found that models with complex sparse
code prior are significantly better than models with classical Gabor and/or Laplacian of Gaussian
filter priors for modeling and predicting the activities of neurons that have been earlier identified
to exhibit higher-order (HO) complex pattern selectivity but not better for modeling neurons that
preferred orientation bars or grating (OT). This observation affirms the recent discovery of complex
feature selectivity of V1 neurons and also supports the predictions of efficient coding theory under
over-complete conditions.
Keywords V1 neuron · Statistical model · Sparse coding prior · Interpretability
1 Introduction
The neural codes of neurons in the primary visual cortex have been intensely investigated for decades [1][2][3]. A
number of quantitative approaches have been developed to characterize and model the receptive fields of the neurons,
notably energy models[4], spike-triggered average[5], spike-triggered covariance methods[6][7], linear-nonlinear
cascades[8], sub-unit models[9], general linear models based on handcrafted nonlinear feature spaces[10][11][12][10],
and more recently convolutional neural networks [13]. The typical receptive field models assumed or recovered by
these methods are Gabor filter models followed by threshold or quadratic non-linearity[1][2][3]. However, our recent
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study[14] discovered that a large proportion of neurons in the V1 layer of awake macaque monkeys are highly selective
to specific complex features[7][15], suggesting that many V1 neurons act also as complex pattern detectors rather than
just Gabor oriented bar or edge detectors. Standard methods such as GLM [10][11]or projection pursuit regression [16]
tended to recover Gabor-like receptive fields. Convolutional neural network models [17][13] provide state-of-the-art
performance in predicting neural responses. However, the intermediate kernels in the hidden layers pf the CNN were
often noisy, with no discernible forms, hindering our interpretation and understanding of the component features that
are used to construct the receptive field tuning selectivity of the neurons. It is possible that there are another set of more
interpretable basis that span the actual component space as well as or maybe even better than the learned noisy kernels.
Attempts to steer the learning of the basis functions by regularization or sparse priors have not provided significant
better results. In this paper, we hypothesize that the set of basis learned from the abundant natural scene images based
on efficient coding theory, could be used as effective priors in these receptive field recovery methods. The basic idea is
that we can use these learned codes as the front-end of projection pursuit regression and convolutional neural networks
for building statistical models for describing or predicting neural responses. This is also a form of transfer learning in
the machine learning literature.
Sparse coding or efficient coding theory have provided great insights on the computational principles underlying the
development of the receptive fields of V1 neurons. While earlier studies showed that sparse coding predicts Gabor-like
receptive fields [15][18], recent works also show that receptive fields with more complex feature selectivity or complex
codes would develop when there are more neurons (basis) than necessary, i.e. overcomplete representation [18][19][20].
These complex features and codes are consistent with the diversity and the complexity of the feature tunings observed
[14]. Here, we conjecture that the neurons that have been identified to be selective to higher-order complex feature
such as corners, curvatures, junctions might be better modeled when the complex codes are used as priors. To test this
conjecture, we compare the performance of the models with simple Gabor code priors and the complex code priors.
Indeed, we found that CNN models with these priors not only achieved state-of-the-art performance in neural response
prediction, but are also faster and require less data to train, and more robust against noises. This result suggests that
these more interpretable basis functions learned from natural scenes provide a better approximation of the underlying
components of the neurons’ receptive fields. Most importantly, we found that models with complex sparse code prior
are significantly better than models with classical Gabor and/or Laplacian filter priors for modeling and predicting
the activities of neurons that have been earlier identified to exhibit higher-order (HO) complex pattern selectivity but
not better for modeling neurons that preferred orientation bars or grating (OT). This observation affirms the recent
discovery of complex feature selectivity of V1 neurons and also supports the predictions of efficient coding theory
under over-complete conditions.
2 Methods
2.1 Data Set: Stimuli and Neural Responses
The neural data studied in this paper are the responses of neuron population in the V1 superficial layer of two awake
monkeys (Macaca mulatta) obtained using large scale two-photon imaging with calcium indicator GCaMP5s as reported
earlier in [14]. The calcium signals in response to visual stimuli of 1142 neurons from monkey A and 979 neurons
from monkey E were imaged while the monkeys performed a fixation task. The response of a cell was computed as the
standard ∆F/F0, based on the averaged activity within an ROI during stimulus presentation in each trial.
The stimulus set was designed to test the hypothesis that many neurons in V1 are not only orientation tuned but also
selective to specific HO features. It contains 9500 binary (black and white) images generated from 138 basic prototypes
by rotating and scaling. These prototypes were grouped into five major categories five major categories (as in fig 1):
orientation stimuli (OT; bars and gratings), curvature stimuli (CV; curves, solid disks, and concentric rings), corner
stimuli (CN; line or solid corners), cross stimuli (CX; lines crossing one another), and composition stimuli (CO; patterns
created by combining multiple elements from the first four categories). The stimuli were derived from 138 prototype
stimuli, each rotated in increments of 22.5o, and five spatial positions – one at the center of the receptive field clusters
and four at a 0.2o shift in each of the cardinal directions. The entire stimulus set consisted of 1,600 standard orientation
patterns, including edges, short and long bars, and gratings, and 7,900 more complex HO patterns (curvatures, corners,
crosses, and composition patterns). The full set was shown to monkey A. A half-set (with half of the rotations) were
shown to monkey E. Note that even at half set, oriented bars at 48 orientations with rotation increment of 7.5o were
tested. The results from monkey E did not differ significantly from our key results from monkey A on pattern selectivity.
Each stimulus was shown in a 3o × 3o (90 x 90 pixels) aperture. However, the neurons were located more or less in the
same hypercolumn and thus had overlapping receptive fields all within a radius of 0.5o visual angle in visual space.
All recorded neurons had classical receptive fields of diameters well below 1o in visual angle around the stimulus
center[14]. Hence, to reduce the parameters of the models, we cropped the central 40 × 40 pixels of the input stimuli
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and downscaled them to 20 × 20 pixels, to be the input to our model. The input size is at least twice the size of any of
the receptive fields thus covering all the neurons’ receptive fields. Essentially, we follow the same approach taken in an
earlier study [17] using CNN to model these data. We will use the result of that study as the baseline for comparison.
For this study, we discarded neurons which have less than 50 stimuli with response ∆F/F0 greater than 0.2, where 0.1
is one standard deviation of the measurement. This measure reduces our samples to 781 for monkey A and 632 for
monkey E. The neural responses for each stimulus was the average responses for 5 repeats of the same stimulus.
Figure 1: Input Stimulus to the monkeys On the right are the randomly sampled stimuli from each category. On the
bottom is a detailed illustration systematic variations in orientation and curvature within the curvature category.
2.2 Sparse Code and Complex Code Priors
The key contribution of this paper is the use of neural codes derived from natural scenes predicted by efficiency
coding theory as priors for statistical models. However, different codes would be predicted depending on the different
assumptions made. Thus, the success of the different priors in neural response prediction can serve as a metric to
evaluate the validity of the underlying assumptions. With sparse coding theory, the number of neurons as available
resources can determine the complexity and diversity of the neural codes predicted. For example, an input patch of
12 x 12 pixels, each image is a vector in a 144-D space, with pixel indicating a dimension. When the number of V1
neurons allocated to this patch is equal to 144, it is called a complete representation; otherwise the representations
would be considered either under-complete or over-complete. It has been shown that when the resource constraint is
complete and under-complete, the basis functions learned are mostly Gabor filters or Gabor wavelets[18]. But in the
overcomplete scenario, the basis learned tend to exhibit greater diversity and complexity [18][19][20][21].
In this study, we used the sparse or complex codes learned in an overcomplete scenario using an efficient method
called convolutional sparse coding [19] that learned a variety of complex tunings that resemble the variety of feature
selectivity observed in [14]. We trained this unsupervised learning CSC model with feature kernel size of 9 × 9 pixels
on 100,0000 25 × 25 image patches sampled from 5000 128 × 128 natural scene images dataset used in the original
paper[19]. This model was trained with dictionary size 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 channels. Some of the learned dictionaries
are shown in Fig 2. We observed that as we increase the number of channels of dictionary, filters appear to have more
redundancy instead of showing more diversified shapes. Thus, we stopped training dictionary size larger than 256. This
model is overcomplete in the sense that there are 20736 neurons in the first hidden layer for an input image patch of 625
pixels. When convolution is not used in the earlier sparse coding works [18][21], there could be even a greater amount
of diversity in the complex tunings observed.
In our study, we contrasted the use of these complex code priors against the Gabor wavelets and Laplacian of Gaussian
(LOG) wavelet priors, which have been the mainstay models for V1 neurons, and can be learned by sparse coding in the
complete or undercomplete scenarios [18]. Fig 3 shows an example of a set of Gabor wavelets [22] and LOG wavelets
in contrast to a set of complex codes selected from the dictionary learned with convolutional sparse coding algorithm.
Note that the Gabor wavelet codes and the complex code have the similar coverage in spatial frequency domain, as
shown in the aggregated power spectrum of all the codes in Fig 3, suggesting that their difference in performance is not
due to differential coverage in the frequency domain.
2.3 Statistical Modeling Approaches
We studied the effect of incorporating complex code priors in two classes of supervised learning models for modeling
V1 neurons. The first class is the projection pursuit regression models. We extended the standard projection pursuit
regression approach [23][24][25] in two ways, first by incorporating convolution operation (convolutional projection
pursuit regression - CPPR) and second by additionally incorporating the sparse or complex code priors as front-end
(convolutional matching pursuit regression - CMPR). The second class is convolutional neural networks (CNN). We
compared baseline CNN models with the first-layer kernels learned completely by a data-driven approach[17], against
3
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Figure 2: Sparse codes dictionary Learned feature dictionary from CSC algorithm with 64, 128 elements with kernel
size of 9px.
Figure 3: Gabor, Laplacian of Gaussian versus Complex Code Priors. From left to right we have: A: Gabor wavelets
with 3 scales and 8 orientations. B. Laplacian of Gaussian with 3 scales. C. Aggregated power spectrum of the Gabor
wavelets. D: 24 selected complex codes to be used in our Fixed Kernel CNN and Projection Pursuit. E:Aggregated
power spectrum of the Complex Codes.
models using fixed sparse code kernels in their first layer (Fixed Kernel CNN) as a form of priors. One model was
learned for each neuron. The number of parameters of different models are kept roughly the same for comparison.
2.3.1 Pursuit regression models
Pursuit regression models are a set of models that performs non-paramatric regression layer by layer. Define a series of
input vectors X in dimension n and a sequence of real number y. The pursuit regression models non-paramatrically
regress y on x. The structure contains several layers, each fitting the residual from the previous layer.
Projection pursuit regression (PPR)[23] has been used previously to model neural response achieving remarkable
performance[16]. This method does not require stimuli with specific statistical properties and is thus well suited for
analyzing the neuronal responses to natural stimuli. Compared with other optimization methods, a distinct feature of
PPR is to optimize one subunit of the RF model at a time to reduce the dimensionality of the problem. Thus the learnt
subunit can provide important information about the neural receptive field.
Algorithm 1 shows the complete PPR algorithm, where . means the dot product and will return a scalar. poly(x, 2) is a
polynomial function of degree 2 and its parameter will be learnt. This algorithm will learn layers of filters F the same
size as input image x consecutively. After all layers have been learnt, the filters will be reordered based on pursuit
contribution I and redundant layers will be eliminated. Finally, the function ψ(X) will predict neural response with
respect to input X .
We introduced two variants of projection pursuit regression methods that appear to improve the neural prediction
results. The first variant is called Convolutional projection pursuit regression (CPPR), where convolution operation is
introduced to the filter layers. The second variant is called Convolutional matching pursuit regression (CMPR)[25],
which limit the features selected by the convolutional projection pursuit regression to a set of fixed dictionary of codes
or filters.
Convolutional projection pursuit regression (CPPR): The original PPR model requires the filters F to be the same
size as the input images but this constraint requires learning too many parameters and the boundary of the filters are
sometimes redundant. More importantly, monkey V1 neurons’ receptive field sizes are usually smaller than image
stimulus and thus the filters learnt by PPR can not accurately describe the neural receptive field. Here we proposed a
modified version of PPR, Convolutional PPR (CPPR), which allows us to use a smaller filter size of d× d and perform
4
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Algorithm 1 PPR Algorithm
1: procedure PPR(X, y)
. input set of images X and corresponding neural response y
2: ψ(X) =
∑M
m=1 poly(Fm ·X, 2)
3: ri ← yi
4: m← 0
5: while m ≤M do
. M: Number of layers (filters) expected
6: I(F ) = 1−∑ni=1(ri − ploy(F ·X, 2))2/∑ni=1 r2i
7: Fm ← argmax(I(F ))
8: ri ← ri − ploy(Fm ·X, 2)
9: m← m+ 1
convolution over the input images w × w at each layer. Then the filtered result of shape (w − d+ 1)× (w − d+ 1)
will go through a absolute value normalization and then a max pooling layer of same size to get the result at the current
layer (equation 1). All other procedures are the same as in algorithm 1 expect that we take convolution between filter
and the image instead simple dot product. Ideally, the CPPR can learn the filters that are the same size as the receptive
field and also the location of the receptive field through the max pooling.
ψi(X) =
M∑
m=1
ploy(max(abs(Fm ∗X)), 2) (1)
Where ∗ denotes the convolution operation, abs denotes the absolute value normalization layer and max denotes the
max pooling layer. Equation 1 shows the regression at layer i; please refer to algorithm 1 for detailed understanding.
Convolutional matching pursuit regression (CMPR): Most of the filters learnt from PPR or CPPR algorithm tend to be
rather noisy even though some of them did capture important components of neural receptive fields. To incorporate
the sparse code prior, we modify the CPPR approach by drawing the feature filters F exclusively from an existing
dictionary, instead of learning the feature filters from scratch, in the form of matching pursuit regression [24]. Here,
we used the sparse complex codes as dictionary and introduced the convolution operation to add to the expressivity
of the method (see algorithm 2 for details). If the dictionary space D spans the space which we intend to learn from
CPPR, then CMPR will significantly reduce overfitting without degrading performance as compared to CPPR. More
importantly, the filter selected from D will be much less noisy and more interpretable than the filters learned by CPPR.
We expanded the dictionary 8 folds by rotating each component at 22.5o step ( Fig 2) to allow better orientation steering
of the codes to fit the receptive field components.
Algorithm 2 CMPR Algorithm
1: procedure CMPR(X, y,D)
. input set of images X, corresponding neural response y,
2: and feature dictionary D learned from sparse coding.
3: ψ(X) =
∑M
m=1 ploy(Fm ? X, 2)
4: ri ← yi
5: m← 0
6: while m ≤M do
. M: Number of layers (filters) expected
7: for F ∈ D do
8: I(F ) = 1−∑ni=1(ri − ploy(F ? X, 2))2/∑ni=1 r2i
9: optimize the parameters of quadratic function.
10: calculate the loss L(F ) (i.e. training performance).
11: select Fm ← argminL(F )
12: ri ← ri − ploy(Fm ? X, 2)
13: m← m+ 1
Here, ? refers to max(abs(Fm ∗X) as described in previous subsection equation 1.
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2.3.2 Convolutional neural network models
Convolutional neural network (CNN), is state-of-the-art model in terms of predicting the neural response given input
stimulus. It outperforms all the other baseline models, such as Gabor based standard models for V1 cells and various
variants of generalized linear models [17] [13] [26] [10] [11].
We used the structure in an earlier paper [17] for predicting neural responses, which was optimized for this set of data.
A one-layer CNN model passes the input image through a series of linear-nonlinear (LN) operations—each of which
consists of convolution, ReLU nonlinearity and max pooling (fig 4). Finally, outputs of the final LN operation are
linearly combined as the predicted response of the neuron being modeled. Here we experimented with two specific
CNN structures also tested in [17] for comparison: one with 4 kernels in the convolutional layer (CNN4) and another
with 9 kernels (CNN9). Our earlier study explored different CNN structures and established that adding more layers in
the model does not increase the fitting ability of the model for this dataset. CNN9 has been shown to be state-of-the-art
model for modeling this dataset, superior to a variant of the projection pursuit methods as well as GLM with linear or
nonlinear kernels [17].
Figure 4: Structure of CNN model Input image has size 20× 20 pixels, which is downsampled from the 40× 40 pixel
image centered at the neurons’ aggregated receptive fields. This model takes three steps to predict the neural response:
“convolve + threshold”, “max pooling” and “linear combination” (fully connected) to generate the predicted neural
response.
Fixed kernel convolutional neural network (FKCNN) Even though the CNN models have the best prediction
performance, the component features (i.e. the 4 or 9 kernels) in the hidden layer recovered by them were typically
noisy, often with no discernible visible forms, making it difficult to interpret the constituent components of the receptive
field function of a neuron. Here, we explored the use of sparse code priors to make the model more interpretable and
potentially improve its performance.
FKCNN uses the baseline CNN model’s structure (fig 4) but replaces the first layer with the complex codes dictionary
learned from sparse coding algorithm fig 2 or Gabor wavelets and/or Laplacian wavelets, which are considered standard
receptive field models of V1, particularly for cells in the input layer (Layer 4) of V1. During training, the substituted
first layer will be kept fixed. In order to make a fair comparison with the standard CNN, we fixed the number of
parameters to learn to be the same as in CNN by reducing the redundant filters in the learned complex code dictionary.
For modeling this dataset, we selected 24 distinct complex codes with a 9 x 9 kernel size. It has the same number of
parameters to learn as the CNN4 and half number of parameters as in CNN9.
In addition to the complex sparse code dictionary, we also tested the Gabor wavelet and Laplacian wavelet dictionary
(denoted as Gabor-CNN GCNN and Laplacian-of-Gaussian-CNN LOGCNN respectively) as shown in Fig 3. LOGCNN
has center-surround features of three different scales in addition to the Gabor wavelet dictionary, hence with slightly
more parameters than the FKCNN and GCNN. By comparing these three sets of priors, we can assess whether the
’standard’ Gabor and Laplacian filter models are sufficient or whether the complex sparse codes are necessary for
modeling the responses of the neurons.
3 Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance and analyze the interpretability of different models. In particular, our
evaluation will be based on neural response prediction accuracy, convergence rate, data efficiency and robustness against
noise. We used the Pearson correlation between predicted and actual neural response as an evaluation metric to measure
prediction accuracy.
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3.1 Evaluation using Synthetic Data
First, we evaluated these novel methods by synthesizing model neurons based on linear filter or set of linear filers S and
then stimulated the model using a set of 20 × 20 pixel Gaussian white noise images I0...n as input. This evaluation
method has been widely used [7][13]. We generated the artificial neural response yi based on a linear-nonlinear model,
as described in equ 2.
yi =
∑
s∈S
Relu(Ii · s) + η (2)
where · denotes the inner dot product between two images which will return a scalar; Relu is the rectified linear unit
function that will set negative value to 0; η is a Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance equal to
√
Ii·s
10 ; S is a subset
of 9× 9 pixel individual filters padded with zero in the surrounding to make up the 20× 20 same size as the receptive
fields. We selected S either from our learned complex codes or cropped patches of our pattern stimulus. We trained
the models with 10000 samples of noise inputs I until convergence, and then tested them with another set of 2000
noise input. As shown in fig 5, for these simple neuron model, all the approaches (as described in previous section)
were able to achieve near perfect testing performance when we only have one filter in S. However as we gradually
increase the number of filters in S, the project pursuit models’ performance seemed to suffer whereas the CNN models
roughly retained their good performance. Fig 5 shows one example of the recovered receptive fields using different
pursuit regression models and CNN’s visualization[27]. Even though the visualization of CNN model is consistent with
s, the actual kernels are very noisy and impossible to interpret, whereas the FKCNN’s component kernels are more
interpretable. The importance value of each kernel component in fig 5 and fig 7 is the testing correlation when we keep
only that filter in the FKCNN after the training process.
3.2 Performance on Real Neural Data
We tested all seven statistical models on the calcium imaging neural data. For projection pursuit approaches, we tested
models that select up to 5 filters. The CMPR model was tested on using 512 feature dictionary derived from 64 complex
code filters from convolutional sparse coding (fig 2) with 8 rotations. The CMPR and CPPR models have roughly the
same number of parameters to learn which is about 25% of that used in PPR. It is worth-noticing that CMPR would
take longer to train because of the selection process. Fig 6 shows that CPPR and CMPR achieved prediction results
better than PPR with less parameters. This fact underscores the efficacy of the convolutional approach[17] because
the PPR requires the filter size to be as large as the input image. The CMPR and CPPR have comparable performance
but the receptive field recovered by CPPR is very noisy and often does not have interpretable form, while the filters
selected by CMPR algorithm are often consistent with neuron’s prefered features. Fig 7 (2nd row) compared the kernels
recovered by the standard PPR method and that recovered from the CMPR algorithm, for two example neurons. The
PPR method yields filters that are noisy or lacking structures, while the CMPR revealed the key component features
preferred by the neurons.
Fig6 shows that our FKCNN model performs significantly better than the CNN4 model that has the same number of
parameters and slightly better than the state-of-art CNN model CNN9 for data from both monkeys. This fact FKCNN’s
complex code dictionary serves well as an effective prior suggests that the complex code might indeed span same
feature space that spanned by the constituent components of CNN9 as well as the real neurons. In fig 7, the kernels
from CNN model (third row) are found to be noisy and lack of coherent features whereas the FKCNN’s component
kernels are more interpretable.
3.3 Assessing Neural Higher Order Selectivity
In our earlier paper[14], we classified neurons into simple orientation tuned (OT) and higher order complex tuned (HO)
using a very stringent criterion : all the stimuli above 50% of the maximum response of a neuron has to belong to one
of the higher order class (corner, cross, curvature) in order for that neuron to be classified into a HO class.
For the convolutional neural network approach, we also compared FKCNN with GCNN and LOGCNN (24 Gabor
filters and 3 Laplacian-of-Gaussian wavelet prior filters)fig 3. The standard assumption believed V1 receptive fields
should be Gabor and Laplacian of Gaussian priors [4][5]. Nevertheless, CNN with the complex code prior (FKCNN)
performed significantly better than the one with pure Gabor or Gabor-Laplacian priors (GCNN and LOGCNN) by
as much as 21.6% for neurons that have been found to exhibit higher order (HO) based on our earlier study. On the
other hand, the LOGCNN performed just as well as the complex code priors for neurons that have been classified to be
orientation tuned (OT), as shown in Table 1. This finding provides further evidence that these HO neurons are indeed
composed of more complex feature components, or their receptive field’s transfer function is better spanned by the
complex codes learned from the natural scenes.
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Figure 5: Model performance on artificial dataset This figure shows the performance and the recovered receptive
field using different methods. On the second row from left to right, the seven images are the receptive field s we intended
to recover, PPR’s filter, CPPR’s filter, CMPR’s selection, CNN’s visualization, FKCNN’s visualization, GaborCNN’s
visualization. On the last row, the left image is the actual kernels of CNN. The right image shows the top 4 most
contributed kernels in FKCNN model, the number beneath indicates the importance value of the kernel.
Table 1: Model performance on OT and HO neurons separately
Model GCNN LOGCNN FKCNN
All 0.377 0.402 0.453
OT 0.408 0.438 0.425
HO 0.362 0.366 0.467
This observation leads the development of a metric for assessing higher order selectivity based on the relative perfor-
mance of the FKCNN and LoGCNN for predicting neuronal responses.
Table 1 shows that at the population average level, Gabor and/or LOG filters alone were not sufficient to account for the
HO neurons but were sufficient to explain the OT neurons. Therefore, we conjectured that the following performance
ratio index between FKCNN and LOGCNN might provide a good quantitative metric to predict whether a cell is a HO
neuron or OT neuron.
score(neuron) =
CorrFKCNN (neuron)− CorrLOGCNN (neuron)
CorrFKCNN (neuron) + CorrLOGCNN (neuron)
(3)
We found that the HO and OT neurons indeed form distinct clusters under this measure (Fig 8). A linear classifier
trained to distinguish them based only on the score achieves 92% accuracy, justifying our initial classification into HO
8
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Figure 6: All models’ performance on pattern data. On average, the performance is significantly better for monkey
E probably because of better neural recordings.
Figure 7: The recovery of two example neurons’ receptive field components. Two neurons are shown in the figure.
For each neuron, top row shows this neuron’s top 20 preferred stimuli. On the second row, two kernels on the left are
from PPR and two kernels on the right are from CMPR. Four learned convolutional kernels from CNN4 is shown in
the third row. Fourth row shows the top 4 most contributed kernels in FKCNN model, the number beneath indicates the
importance value of the kernel.
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and OT groups. Despite that our previous neural nerual classification approach was strict and potentially biased, the
grouping of neurons based on their top stimuli clearly reflects their overall preference and tuning characteristics. While
these correlations are influenced by the above-half-max responses the original classification[14] was made with, they
also largely reflect the more average selectivity of the neuron. Therefore, the close correspondence means that the few
favorite complex stimuli carry a large amount of information about a neuron’s overall tuning.
Figure 8: Distributions of HO and OT neurons’ scores: This figure shows a histogram of the HO and OT neurons’
scores, measured by the difference in performance between the sparse FKCNN and Gabor models. Note that since the
classes have different numbers of neurons, the histograms have been normalized by the total number of neurons in each
group.
Afterwards, we ranked all the OT neurons by their scores in increasing order and plotted their corresponding CMPR
kernels and FKCNN visualizations (fig 9). The top rows are neurons that are more likely to be classified as OT and vice
versa. We can see from the figure, that most CMPR kernels in the top rows are OT and some HO filters gradually emerge
as the score increases. This observation complies with our hypothesis. On the other hand, FKCNN visualizations,
though did show some orientation tuned feature, are noisier and less interpretable in general. Thus we claim our fixed
front-end method for visualizing neurons is better than general model visualization tools.
3.4 Data Efficiency, Convergence Rate and Robustness
We found that using feature dictionary as priors on these statistical models not only improve the models’ performance,
make the hidden features more interpretable, but also allow the models to converge faster and require less data to train.
In this section, we compare FKCNN, GCNN with baseline CNN models on three additional aspects beyond test
performance discussed.
Data efficiency We found that FKCNN requires less data to train than baseline CNN. We randomly sub-sampled
a fraction (100%, 50%, 25%, 12.5%) of training set to train the model while keep the validation and test set fixed.
Fig 10 shows that models with fixed front-end require less data than CNN9 to train to achieve the same prediction
performance.
Convergence rate We found FKCNN converges much faster than CNN9 during train, i.e. the number of epochs
needed for the model to have stabilized test performance is less than of CNN as shown in Fig 10. The models with fixed
front-end converge faster and require less data during training because their first layers are given and fixed; therefore
the gradients do not need to propagate as deep as in baseline CNN models.
Robustness against noise We found FKCNN to be more robust against input noises, i.e. the model’s performance is
less affected when the the input images are corrupted different levels of "salt and pepper" noises (10%, 20%, 30%),
suggesting the complex code kernels are more robust as basis for spanning the real feature space that predicts the
transfer function of the neurons, as shown in Table 2. Interestingly, the CNN with Gabor priors are more robust at high
10
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Figure 9: Neural classification of OT neurons The top image shows the receptive field recovered by CMPR algorithm
for all 387 OT neurons and the bottom images show the FKCNN visualization. The neurons are ranked by their score
in increasing order. Starting from the top left corner, the neuron’s score increases to the bottom right corner.
noises than the FKCNN with complex code priors, perhaps because Gabor filters have a simpler and more coherent
structures.
Monkey A Monkey E
Model CNN4 CNN9 FKCNN GCNN CNN4 CNN9 FKCNN GCNN
Original 0.424 0.448 0.453 0.377 0.564 0.586 0.590 0.484
10%noise 0.203 0.225 0.278 0.220 0.254 0.298 0.348 0.305
20%noise 0.145 0.163 0.199 0.187 0.137 0.175 0.242 0.240
30%noise 0.120 0.133 0.141 0.146 0.097 0.134 0.191 0.201
Table 2: Model performance on noisy input
4 Conclusion
In this work, we introduced several new variants of statistical models for modeling visual cortical neurons’ activities
and their receptive field properties. First, we introduced convolution to pursuit regressions and demonstrated that
introducing convolution improves the neural activity prediction performance. Second, we introduced the notion of
dictionary priors and showed that neural codes learned from natural scenes based on efficient sparse coding theory can
serve as a effective prior to improve the prediction performance of both the pursuit models and the convolutional neural
network models. Imposing these dictionary priors on statistical model improves the prediction performance, leads to
faster convergence, requires less data to train, and is less susceptible to noise during prediction. Furthermore these
priors give more interpretable intermediate kernel filters that are either good approximators or good basis functions for
describing the underlying constituent components of the neurons’ receptive fields.
Another important result of this work is the demonstration that a large fraction of V1 neurons can be modeled better
by CNN models with complex code priors than with Gabor-Laplacian code priors which previously were thought to
be adequate models for V1 neurons. Both complex codes and the Gabor-Laplacian codes can be learned from natural
scenes based on efficient coding theory, but under different resource constraints. Since the V1 representation is highly
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Figure 10: Plots of model data-efficiency and convergence test. From plots for both monkeys, its seems that FKCNN
and GCNN are more data efficient and converge faster than normal CNN model in general.
over-complete relative to the retina [22], the observation that complex codes learned by sparse coding can serve as an
effective priors for statistical models of V1 activities provides credence to the efficient coding theory. It also affirms the
recent discovery on the diversity and complexity of feature tuning of neurons in the superficial layer of the primary
visual cortex.
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